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CHAPTER 1
Environmental Consciousness and the Beginnings of Conservation
. . . to explore and affiliate with life is a deep and complicated process in mental
development. To an extent still undervalued in philosophy and religion, our
existence depends on this propensity, our spirit is woven from it, hope rises on its
currents.
E. O. Wilson, Biophilia1
Does an innate tendency to conserve natural resources and land lie somehow in our
cultural, psychological, and spiritual makeup, perhaps even as part of our genetic heritage as
human beings? If that tendency exists in at least a strong minority of people, is it strong
enough to motivate or influence the choices we make and the actions we take or avoid?
Whatever the genetic component may be, such a tendency to appreciate, value, and affiliate
with nature must be in part learned from a culture or family that values and relates to nature in
a positive way. In some people, including many in the conservation movement, that tendency
manifests itself as an over-riding aspect of their morality, spirituality, and judgement of the
common good. But for most of relatively well-educated men and women, does that general
tendency extend to a commitment to conserve natural resources and the land? Is it part of our
mental and social development from childhood? Is it an expression of a deeper heritage of our
evolution as a species? Does it lie to some extent in our human genes?
Before exploring these questions in the mists of time or the tangle of our genes, I’d like
to relate the experience of a Vancouver, Washington businessman and the sand hill cranes he
came to know on a stretch of land along the Columbia River.
Paul King and Cranes’ Landing.
Glenn Lamb, Founder and Executive Director of the Columbia Land Trust in Vancouver,
Washington told this story in August 2017 at CLT’s annual picnic – about 100 people at Lake
Vancouver, about a mile and a half east of the town center.
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In the late 1980s a man named Paul King would go for a run from his job at the
Vanalco aluminum smelter, just down the road from where we gather today. On
one winter run, he noticed dozens and then hundreds of four-foot-tall birds, with
striking bright red crests, calling out to each other in their distinctive, sharp,
primitive “rrrrrrrrrrr” sound (like a serrated knife drawn across a washboard) and
elegantly soaring through the air before throwing their feet out in front of them
and touching down in the fields surrounding his running route.
From this initial connection, from the awe and wonder that he felt in
encountering these birds, was borne a life-long love for sandhill cranes and a
deep personal commitment to protecting not only these cranes, but cranes all
over the world. Paul is as dedicated a “crane-iac” as you can find anywhere.
Paul’s interest in these local cranes caused him to learn more about the
birds, and to conduct some of his own research. He learned that the birds that
winter here spend their summer mating season in the Haida Gwaii, once known
as the Queen Charlotte Islands. And he learned that loss of habitat, both for
evening roosting and daytime foraging, or feeding, was putting crane species in
peril. This local population is listed on Washington’s endangered species list. Any
of you who have paid attention to the land in the Vancouver area have seen loss
of hundreds of acres of former farm fields now converted to houses, roads and
schools. Paul became deeply afraid for the plight of these birds, among the
world’s most ancient, that had been making their migrations for tens of millions
of years. Could they be extirpated during his lifetime, right in front of his eyes?
But Paul is not one to sit in fear. Instead, he began a twenty-year process
of engaging the Port of Vancouver about the future of land that they owned just
west of where we are right now. That long and expensive process culminated in
April 2016 with the donation of 541 acres to Columbia Land Trust and the gift of
a forever stewardship fund to ensure that we will be adequate stewards of the
land. Last year we planted corn, peas, alfalfa and sorghum and left it for the
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birds. And boy, did they come! On some days, we had nearly two thirds of the
regional sandhill crane population on our Cranes’ Landing property.
So, this year we are growing crops again, for the birds. Paul still fears for
their future, as we all do. At the same time, we can all feel buoyed by the
knowledge that they have this additional sanctuary amidst our burgeoning
population.2
Origins of environmental consciousness
To explore the question of environmental consciousness, perhaps we should begin with
our own modern children: what behaviors would suggest very early, perhaps inherent,
receptivity to nature in general? As infants, children clearly exhibit interest in animals, as well
as an awareness of light and darkness, the movement of air, precipitation, storms, sounds and
smells, the sense of textures, and especially human and animal faces. Outside with a trusted
caregiver nearby, a very young child on all fours will explore everything within an easy crawl or
toddle. Unless the caregiver is inattentive, the child’s hands and mouth will sample whatever
plant, animal, stick, or stone may be within reach; of course, the child would attempt to do the
same in a living room or kitchen. The child may exhibit a real aversion to snakes and large
spiders, either innate or learned or in some combination of instinct or learning. Research
suggests that children do not develop an appreciation for landscape until their pre-teens. By
then, of course, their development has been mightily influenced by their culture – parents and
siblings, teachers and friends, along with media.3
Separating what is innate from what is learned is difficult. With parents and teachers
who encourage a budding interest in the natural world (beyond house pets and aquarium fish),
many children will develop strong interests in the natural world; others prefer trains or dolls,
video games, and TV. Without the opportunity to experience nature and the outdoors,
whatever innate interest in nature may exist can be short-circuited and a wide range of
aversions to the natural world, as well as preferences for other forms of interaction and
stimulation, can be learned.
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Some research suggests that children will develop a range of physical and intellectual
abilities more readily if encouraged to play outside in a more-or-less natural environment, with
plants, trees, animals, soil, rocks, topography, a stream or wading pool, and so on. Children at
play outdoors are quite inventive without needing toys or much adult intervention to occupy
them. Other research suggests that positive experiences in nature as children and teenagers
assists in the development of calmer, more creative, and more confident personalities. Surely
that is one reason for the popularity of the Boys and Girls Scouts and similar groups. There is
growing concern about the effects of video games and television displacing the outdoors as the
environment in which children grown and develop.
Leaving children aside and turning to early humans: before conservation can occur
through intentional action, people must have some conscious awareness of the environment
around them, including land, water, plants, animals, weather, the seasons, sky, clouds, storms,
lightning, volcanoes, earthquakes, and so on. They must recognize change over time, though
the causes may be ascribed to the gods: from a forest to a meadow, from a fertile garden to an
eroded gully, from a burbling brook to a raging torrent. There must also be a recognition of
harm, actual or potential. “That burbling brook may overflow its banks next spring as it did last
spring and may threaten our small garden. That forest patch beyond the shelter and fields will
soon be gone at our current rate of harvesting; we’ve noticed that it has not been growing back
where the beasts are grazing.”
Remains of bipedal near-humans in Africa date to 7 million years ago.
Australopithecines, of whom lithe and upright “Lucy” is the best-known representative,
appeared in the Great Rift Valley of Ethiopia about 3.2 million years ago and passed from the
scene about 1 million years ago. The relatively, large-brained Neanderthals, homo sapiens
neanderthalensis, much-caricatured, strong and stocky in build, gifted as hunters, and our not
so distant cousins, maintained a modest existence across northern Asia and Europe when and
where the climate was tolerable, from about 250,000 to 40,000 years ago. We homo sapiens
have about 97% of our DNA in common with the Neanderthals, and Europeans and Asians may
have obtained as much as 3% of our DNA from them. For about 5.400 years across northern
Asia and Europe, a blink of the eye in human evolution, they shared the landscape with us.4 We
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had a slighter carriage, greater hand dexterity, perhaps more supple brains, apparently greater
physical, linguistic, and mental adaptability, and somewhat better looks – at least to us. After
all, we winners get to tell the story.5 We homo sapiens appeared in northern Africa about
200,000 years ago and a group of us eventually migrated north to Europe, encountering,
interbreeding with, gradually absorbing or directly eliminating our Neanderthal cousins. Other
groups of our species migrated to Asia, North and South America, the islands of the South
Pacific, and Australia.
If we date human history from the emergence of language as a human behavior, about
50,000 years ago, our physical species is about 4 or 5 times older than our linguistic ability.
Think about this: if our physical species, homo sapiens, were our literal parents at an age of 1620, we talkative descendants are only 4-5 years old, just finishing nursery school and beginning
in kindergarten. Will we ever finish college, not to mention graduate school, at this rate?
What do we know about the environmental consciousness of our deep ancestors? We
know that the first humans found a moderate climate in the Rift Valley in East Africa, now
Kenya, Tanganyika, and the Sudan. Broad savannahs typified the sweeping landscape, with high
mountains to the west and the ocean to the east. We can assume that our ancestors were
keenly aware of daylight and darkness, sounds and sights of insects, birds, animals, other
humans, running water, the smells of life, decay, and death; weather, changes in the seasons,
the sky, the heavens, and so on. They may have been more keenly aware of the details of their
environment and their landscape than we are. Awareness and correct interpretation of sights,
smells, and touch and skill in foraging and hunting were matters of life and death. Initially,
language may have developed from mimicry of natural sounds.
As humans, like our primate cousins, we are social animals. Common sense and studies
of our closest relatives, the chimpanzees, suggest that work, play, and grief were shared in early
human groups and that language evolved to facilitate these functions. As language developed,
human activities became more intricate and more social.6
Joseph Campbell (1959) in Primitive Mythology describes the “bear sanctuaries” in
Neanderthal caves excavated in the high Alps between 1903 and 1927.
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In Drachenloch and Wildermannlisloch little walls of stone, up to 32 inches high,
formed a kind of bin, within which several cave-bear skulls had been carefully
arranged. Some of these skulls had little stones arranged around them; others
were set on slabs; one, very carefully placed, had the long bones of a cave bear .
. . placed beneath its snout; another had the long bones pushed through the
orbits of his eyes.”
He suggests that hibernating cave bears were relatively easy prey for their Neanderthal
occupants and he believes that these “sanctuaries” are early evidence of what became the
global cult of the bear.7 For Paleolithic people, Campbell writes, “The mystery of death . . . had
been met and faced, both for the beasts killed in the hunt and the man. And the answer found
was one that has been giving comfort to those who wish comfort ever since, namely, ‘Nothing
dies; death and birth are but a threshold crossing, back and forth, as it were, through a veil.” 8
Campbell describes in some detail the standing “Venus” figurines found in many
Paleolithic caves – the first sculptures in our aesthetic inheritance, and the first nudes as art,
striking in their similarity to modernist nudes of the twentieth century.
Male nudes came later; men in the cave paintings were often masked or
modified to suggest animals. Except for two in “shamanistic attire”, the
nude figurines “simply are.” Set up in small shrines, they appear to be
“objects of a cult.”9 Following other scholars of the Paleolithic, Campbell
sees these figurines as “a prelude or up-beat to the symphony of hymns”
“Venus” Figurine, c.
35,000 B.P., Hohle
Fels, Germany

to the great mythological goddess of the later agricultural civilizations,
the “Magna Mater and Mother Earth.”10
We could speculate much further into these origins, as Jean Auel

and Bjorn Kurten have done to great effect in novels like The Cave of the Klan Bear and Dance
of the Tiger, to settle on a likely candidate for the first Paleolithic conversation about the
natural world. Perhaps such musing is not entirely fanciful. Anthropologists and archeologists
have developed a plausible sketch of early human life based on close observations of remnant
hunter-gatherer societies like the! Kung San of Botswana.11 Paleolithic life was relatively
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conflict-free and heathy. Fruits and nuts and edible plants were plentiful. Game was a small
part of the diet but could be expected every few days. Clearings were small; axes were crude,
and plows were non-existent, so wild plants provided adequate nutrition. Group size was small,
generally under 30, and groups were widely dispersed. The work-day was about 6 hours long. 12
Gender roles, other than childbirth and breast feeding, were intertwined. Interpersonal conflict
certainly existed; but was not stimulated by the stress of a brain-numbing workplace. Our
ancestor families simply may not have worried much about scarcity or the future – except when
the game was hard to find, or a deafening storm was as message by the gods. Changes to an
unfavorable climate were gradual in the inter-glacial periods, and migration was the available
solution to climate change. 13 Aside from childbirth, the daily challenges of hunting, and
occasional run-ins with rival bands, anxiety may have been limited to complicated relations
with the multitude of animistic gods. As godly communications were not recorded, except
perhaps through art on cave walls and early pottery, the gods may not have sent terrifying
environmental warnings to our earliest ancestors.
Both Neanderthals and the early families of our own species left behind intriguing clues
to their awareness of nature, their care for life and response to death, their sense of natural
grace and beauty. Here are some examples: extraordinary, skillful
and beautiful paintings in the caves at Chauvet (c 30,000 BP) and
Lascuax (c. 17,000 – 12,000 BP) in France, Altamira (c. 17,000 –
12,000 BP) in Spain, and numerous other caves in limestone areas
of Europe: Neanderthal burials accompanied by flowers; Paleolithic
burials graced with flutes, carved from the wing bones of cranes,
numerous fertility y figures carved from stone. 14

Cave Painting, c.
35,600 B.P, Altamira,
Spain

Evidence of illness and of violent death, sacrifices and possible murders, suggest that all
was not sweetness and light in the Paleo-Eden of the savannahs of Africa and the clearings of
Asia and Europe. Nevertheless, it is hard to escape a conclusion that both Neanderthals and
early humans knew what they needed to know to survive, and even thrive, from one year to the
next, with only infrequent crises that would require great leaps in spiritual, mechanical, or
intellectual innovation. Change and population growth were generally slow. Human footprints
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were light, at least until the pressures of ever more skillful, better- coordinated hunting,
combined with the stress of a changing climate may have contributed to the extinction of large
mammals in the late Pleistocene, like the mastodon.
On the other hand, there is little doubt that human aggression was and is itself an innate
quality and that anger, deprivation, sex, blood lust, and rivalry for property and possessions as
groups began to accumulate surplus food and trade goods – and perhaps those occasional but
insistent messages from gods or tyrants – could drive us humans to awful cruelty against fellow
creatures and each other.
Ti-Fu Yuan (b. 1930), geographer and humanist, writes “People everywhere, I believe,
also aspire to contentment and joy. Environment for them is not just a resource base to be
used or natural forces to adapt to, but also sources of assurance and pleasure, objects of
profound attachment and love.”15 To explore that universal quality, he wrote Topophilia: A
Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and Values. He defines “Topophilia” as “the
affective bond between people and place or setting.”16
E.O. Wilson (b. 1929), naturalist, entomologist, ecologist, undaunted advocate for
preservation of biodiversity, continued in Ti-Fu Yuan’s tradition with his book, Biophilia, which
Wilson defines as “the innate tendency to focus on life and lifelike processes.” 17 He trains his
glass on the affective bond between humans and living nature. He does not claim definitively
that Biophilia is literally in our genes, but he states his strong belief that our positive attraction
to the living world is deeply rooted in human instincts and psychology as well as culture and
that our genetic makeup predisposes us to act upon this affiliation as Wilson himself has done
for a lifetime. “I have argued in this book that we are human in good part because of the
particular way we affiliate with other organisms. They are the matrix in which the human mind
originated and is permanently rooted, and they offer the challenge and freedom innately
sought.”18
Like Wilson, Paul Shepard (1925-1966), biologist, cultural ecologist, and environmental
philosopher, in Thinking Animals: Animals and the Development of Human Intelligence (1978)
sees the relationship between humans and animals – both in the savannahs and now in the
modern environment -- as fundamental for the development of human intelligence from that of
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the primate ancestors to that of our species. “Naming” is the threshold, beyond which is
language. He sees language learning by modern children as like language acquisition by our
species. “The child’s first and most powerful attention to the surroundings, apart from his
human family, is riveted upon animals. They constitute the inhabitants – the details. It is their
names which give access to the model for order that can be understood internally . . .” 19
Beginning in the late 1970’s, E.O. Wilson’s co-editor of The Biophilia Hypothesis,
Stephen R. Kellert (1943-2016), Professor of Social Ecology at the Yale University School of
Forestry and Environmental Management, developed and tested nine categories of our basic
human relationship to nature. He labeled these as the “utilitarian, naturalistic, ecologisticscientific, aesthetic, symbolic, humanistic, moralistic, dominionistic, and negativistic.” Kellert
chose people in Japan and the U.S. as test subjects based upon the two nations’ reputations for
a “pronounced appreciation for the natural world.” He conducted surveys to determine
whether and to what extent people of different backgrounds and ways of life in Japan and the
U.S. expressed an affinity for, or aversion to, animals and nature. Unfortunately, his results
turned out to be anticlimactic and disappointing.
Despite these assertions of an especially refined appreciation for nature in the
United States and Japan, our research has revealed only limited concern for the
natural world among the public in both countries …. Most Americans and
Japanese expressed a pronounced concern for only a limited number of species
and natural objects. The Biophilia tendency . . . was broadly evident only among
a small segment of the population, most prominently the better educated and
the young in the United States.”20
These results suggest that E.O. Wilson himself may be right in observing that Biophilia
may exist only as “weak learning rules.”21
That is not what I hoped to discover as I began this exploration of the origins of
conservation in 250,000 years of our interaction with land and nature. I wanted Kellert and
Wilson to confirm that most us have wellsprings of consciousness of and love for nature, just
bubbling under our cool and pragmatic surfaces. However, Kellert’s and related research,
especially among young children, does support the notion that Biophilia, even if relatively weak
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on average, is very real as a human tendency that can and does motivate positive behavior
towards nature. Without some confidence in the notion of Biophilia and its efficacy as a
motivating influence for some of the most dedicated, humane, and knowledgeable people on
the planet, there really would be little hope for efforts to achieve a sustainable accommodation
with nature. Or to put it more positively: if “weak learning rules” have enabled the United
States to become, at times, a strong world leader in environmental protection and
conservation, what would a stronger and more extensive quality of Biophilia, whether innate or
learned, be able to accomplish through greater attention to communication and education and
through strong examples of leadership and individual and collective action? 22
What Qualifies as Conservation? A Proposed Model
Writing in the Annual Review of Anthropology in 2000, Erik Alden Smith, professor of
anthropology at the University of Wisconsin, and Mark Wishnie, a graduate student in
silviculture at the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Management, proposed criteria
for distinguishing authentic conservation from merely self-interested practices that are good
for the environment as a side benefit:
Some scholars have championed the view that small-scale societies are
conservers or even creators of biodiversity. Others have argued that human
populations have always modified their environments in ways that enhance
short term gains at the expense of environmental stability and biodiversity
conservation …. We propose that to qualify as conservation, any action or
practice must not only prevent or mitigate resource overharvesting or
environmental damage, it must also be designed to do so. In these reasonable
terms, it would be a stretch to call the Neanderthals or Paleolithic humans
“conservationists” as we can only imagine decision-making that involved
environmental design that would further shrink their already-small
environmental footprint. Moreover, it would be hard to explain the counterexamples of overhunting of megafauna by Paleolithic hunters at the end of the
last Ice Age.23
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Smith and Wishnie discuss conservation in the world of small-scale societies in a
broad sense of the term: any intentional action that protects natural habitat or
conserves or enhances biodiversity. In contrast, our discussion focuses on conservation
of land, and both biological and cultural reasons for conservation fit under its umbrella.
Despite these differences, in approach and scope, the Smith and Wishnie approach is
helpful.
The authors consider but dismiss a third factor for judging whether a society’s
practices qualify as conservation – that of sacrifice. Under this additional test, the action
or practice must involve a sacrifice of short-term convenience for the sake of future
environmental benefits.24 While Smith and Wishnie consider their two-factor test as
sufficiently rigorous for small-scale societies, mostly hunter-gatherers with small
ecological footprints and limited agricultural development, I find the factor of sacrifice
useful when considering the practices of more complex societies as well as hungergatherers.
Let’s examine some simple actions to see how they would fare as conservation
(under our broad umbrella) when these three tests are applied– intentional design,
environmentally beneficial effect, and short-term sacrifice to accomplish longer-term
benefits for the natural environment.
Limiting the number of cows, sheep, or goats in a pasture is often beneficial to
the pasture’s vegetation and the surface of the land: doing so avoids over-grazing and
consequent reduced yields from the pasturage and increased and possibly ruinous
erosion. Doing so effectively is not accidental; it requires making a rule, sticking to it,
and enforcing it. It does involve short-term sacrifice; the short-term yield from the
pasture term may be reduced and may be painful to the community. Livestock may have
to be culled to keep the flock in balance with the pasture, reducing food supplies at least
over the short term.
A similar action would be terracing a field rather than planting a steep slope with
vertical rows. Like the grazing example, this practice involves intentionality and design
(in this case, design of a physical structure rather than a rule). Its effect would be
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environmentally beneficial from completion of the terraces and going forward. It would
involve a major short-term sacrifice –the considerable labor entailed by building the
terraces – in the interest of less erosion, a clear long-term gain to the environment. In
both actions, the intended benefits – sustainable productivity for the pasture and the
gardens – also leads to long-term protection of the pasture and the garden soils as
critical natural resources.
Let’s take a more difficult example, one that is typical of both early and
advanced agricultural societies: building an irrigation system to provide water for
productive agriculture during dry seasons, an essential practice for the survival of a
growing community. An irrigation system requires design and intent; but the intent
usually has little to do with the health of the river to be impounded or of its riparian
environment. Irrigation dams and canals require intention, design and substantial
sacrifice – they consume major resources of labor, time, and of dug, quarried, and
transported soil and rock. The result addresses a critical human need, reliable water for
a growing population; but, over the longer term, it may destroy the natural fishery upon
which the community depends for some of its food. The unforeseen salinization of
irrigated fields may ruin their capacity to feed anyone; the replacement of natural
habitat of riparian meadows and forests by cultivated fields may greatly reduce
biodiversity and the prevalence of wild game as a food source. Large-scale irrigation
would probably fail the conservation test.
In their world of small-scale societies, Smith and Wishnie find few if any practices
that clearly demonstrate intent, design, and environmental benefit. They find that most
such practices and benefits are not the result of design and intent; rather, they are
mostly incidental to self-interested action and practice. For our purposes, however,
meaningful conservation does not necessarily require a sophisticated process of
decision-making. Under our broader umbrella, an instruction from the gods, longstanding cultural practice, or even an aesthetic preference may be sufficient
demonstration of conservation intent, but only if the intent and the effect together
benefit the physical, biological, or cultural environment.25
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Environmental Footprints of Sumer and Egypt
Skipping some 9,000 years from the beginnings of agriculture 12,000 years ago
to the rise of Sumer in the Fertile Crescent of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers and to the
world of the Egyptians in the Nile Delta, we find civilizations with enormous capacities of
observation, documentation, analysis, and design. The Sumerians, situated in a desert
landscape between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers that flooded unpredictably and
violently, needed to adapt agricultural practices to annual but unpredictable cycles of
severe flood and drought, and necessarily designed massive, complex irrigation and
water management system. Agriculture produced a surplus for hard times; settlements
grew and attracted more people who founded larger towns and the first cities in history,
principally Sumer, of about 80,000 – 100,000 people, the center of a region that grew to
well over 1,000,000 people. Water management was essential to the civilization. The
Sumerians built and maintained an ever- expanding, complex network of canals for
irrigation and domestic water to serve expanding cities, at the cost of farmers in the
south. They exacerbated annual flooding by over-harvesting cedar trees from the
mountains to the northwest, eventually reaching the Cedars of Lebanon of later fame.
Consequently, erosion scoured the mountain soils and siltation interfered with the
canals. Crucially, over-irrigation led to salinization of the valley soils and lower yields of
wheat and, later, even the salt-tolerant substitute, barley.
Nevertheless, the Sumerian state continued to grow in population, demands for
timber, water, and food – all mediated by obedience to complex state rituals. The
inevitable crash came after 2,400 BCE as crop yields dropped by 49% over the next 300
years and the population fell correspondingly. In 2,370 BCE, Sumer fell to the nearby
Akkadians from the north; and by 1,800 BCE, Sumer collapsed and began its
disappearance into the sand. This story has many valuable lessons for irrigation empires
and our theme of conservation – the lesson that innovation, sophistication, and
complexity of a culture do not seem to bear a positive relationship to the practice of
conservation and sustainability.26
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About 500 miles to the east of the Tigris River and a brief 200 years behind as a major
site of civilization, the Egyptian landscape of the Nile River Valley was less challenging for
agriculture than the Tigris and Euphrates Valley. Its annual floods were generally predictable,
normally well-timed, and less destructive. As soon as the land drained in the spring following
the nutrient-rich spring floods, the Egyptian work force, highly dependent on slaves, could
begin planting in the vast plain along the Nile. Over 5,000 years, the Egyptians developed and
maintained a decentralized system of locally managed flood control, water conservation, and
irrigation that enabled the cultivation of nearly 3,900 square miles, without excessive
salinization or the need for additional fertilizer. As stone was available for construction, Egypt
avoided the Mesopotamian cycle of deforestation and devastating floods. This was a longlasting, conservative, resilient civilization.27 What other civilization has sustained itself and
fended off invaders for nearly 5,000 years? It was clearly a sustainable society, though highly
dependent on slavery, but was it a conservation society?
In their Annual Review of Anthropology article, discussed above, Smith and Wishnie
address the question of conservation of biodiversity by indigenous groups. Their proposed
criteria specifically address small-scale societies, not the populous societies of Mesopotamia
and Pharaonic Egypt, though both began as collections of small villages near the floodplains of
their great rivers. But could the Smith and Wishnie criteria and the additional test of sacrifice
(which Smith and Wishnie reject), fairly apply to large-scale societies as well? Were the selfsufficiency and sustainability of Egyptian society for 5,000 years a result of intentional
conservation? Clearly, the Egyptian success was in part the result of intentionality and planning
– the irrigation and water management model was sophisticated, adaptive, and long lasting.
Water was used and conserved in a manner that met social needs but did not lead to excessive
salinization, thanks primarily to the extent of annual flooding that flushed salts downstream. On
the other hand, the Nile, unlike the Tigris and Euphrates, was normally sufficient for the needs
of its agriculture and people, so the hard decisions did not arise as quickly.
But what do the costs to nature say about Egyptian sustainability? Did vast irrigation
works conserve soil and natural resources over the very long term or simply enable selfsufficient agriculture on a huge scale? There appears to have been no recognition of the costs
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to the natural environment of drainage of wetlands and removal of natural vegetation, costs
that few if any societies have understood and attempted to address before the twentieth
century. On the plus side, the Egyptians, with the great advantage of a single river uniting the
country, had no need to make massive water diversions from one drainage basis to another,
thus avoiding regional tensions. Moreover, to an unusual extent, Egyptian religion, ritualized
government, and technology were in tune with its dependence on the rhythms of the Nile. 28
Still the question remains: were the Egyptians intentional about conserving resources and living
within environmental limits or was their intentionality and design focused on nurturing the
elites and the gods rather than maintaining a balance with the natural world?
Ancient Egypt as a Model of Environmental Adaptation and Sustainability
Environmental historian J. Donald Hughes points out several failures of Egyptian
environmental management: overpopulation and occasional poor harvests resulted in periodic
famines despite storage of mammoth quantities of grain; salinization could not be avoided over
the very long time in irrigated areas above the flood plain and in the Fayum oasis below sea
level; complete deforestation occurred within the Nile Valley, requiring Egypt to import massive
amounts of timber from the Lebanon mountains. The grazing of goats and other domestic
animals prevented reforestation of the Nile Valley. Over time the natural vegetation was
altered to the point of near-eradication. The destruction of habitat and the Pharaohs’
enjoyment of big game hunting caused the extinction of large game and decimation of native
wildlife in general. Hughes notes that “Amenhotep boasted that he had killed 102 lions with his
own hand.” Nevertheless, thanks largely to the relative predictability of the Nile and
sophisticated adaptation to the climate and available natural resources, Egypt remained an
“abundant land” for thousands of years and became the “breadbasket of the Roman Empire.” 29
The answer, then, is problematic. Although Egyptian civilization developed practices of
environmental management that enabled it to survive longer than any other, its relationship to
nature seems to have been heavily human-centered; its eternal preoccupation was the afterlife
rather than the vibrant living environment around it. Although, there must have been
intentionality in the planning and management of Egypt’s complicated environment, there is
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little indication that the planning extended beyond the short term, nor that management
extended to a broad concern for or understanding of long term environmental relationships. To
be fair, however we might dislike the structure of Egyptian society, the degradation of its own
native vegetation and that of the Lebanese forests, Egypt of the Pharaohs was one of the most
resilient and long-lasting of human societies, in large part because of its sustainable practices
and its ability to maintain a large population of slaves.
Sacred Places – the First Examples of Land Conservation
Perhaps the earliest example of societies intentionally setting aside areas of land from
everyday use was its use for burial fields, cemeteries, and burial mounds. Although clearly
intentional, can we see these early examples of setting aside land as a kind of early
conservation? Purposeful burials were common practice as early as Paleolithic times; some in
caves, others in the ground. An early site associated with a Neolithic community consists of
three family cemeteries of late pastoralists in the southeastern portion of Egypt’s Western
Desert, near the base of a prominent hill in the desert named Gebel Ramlah or “Sandy
Mountain” on the former shore of ancient lake.30 Excavated in 2003 by the British Museum, the
site is near the northern border of Sudan and about 40 miles west of the Nile River. The
adjacent Neolithic villages for which the cemetery was built have not been excavated.
Radiocarbon dating indicates that these in-ground cemeteries date to 7,000 years ago. They
were undisturbed by later people or natural forces; except that multiple layers of burials had
disturbed some skeletal remains at lower levels. A wide variety of grave goods accompanied
the burials: polished stones, beads and pendants and other personal adornments crafted of
agate, chalcedony, diorite, genies, limestone, hematite, ostrich egg shells, petrified wood, burnt
clay, shells of marine life, animal teeth, bird bones, turquoise, and carnelian.
The jewelry would be quite at home in a well-juried, high-end contemporary craft fair.
Among the 896 artifacts were several elegantly decorated beakers made of lime and, in a spare
cubist style, a two-dimensional tilapia fish sculpted from a flat sheet of orange and purple mica,
almost luminescent. The oval burial pits were lined with a basket-like plait-work. The bodies
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had been arranged carefully with the associated grave goods. The
researchers conclude their description of burial practices and
remains with the following poignant comment: “The communities
using the cemeteries . . . were almost the last dwellers of the
dying savannah, which is today’s desert. The worsening drought
Mica Fish, Gebel Ramlah,
Egypt, c. 7,000, B.P.

forced them to migrate toward the Nile Valley, where they
undoubtedly brought their culture, organizational system, and

beliefs contributing to the birth of ancient Egyptian civilization.”
The siting and practices of a cemetery must have been a matter of interest to members
their community; presumably it was a matter of serious discussion within the families of Gebel
Ramlah. Thirty-two graves containing 69 individuals were clustered tightly in the three sites,
separated by a dozen meters from each other. Burials within each site were clustered tightly.
Presumably, the sites were marked, and they may have been separated by family, but there is
no remaining indication of markings. One of the graves is a single burial; the others are group
burials. One grave is a cenotaph (a tomb-like monument to a person or people buried
elsewhere), containing grave goods for symbolic purposes but no human remains.
Astonishingly, there is evidence that attempts were made to repair damage to skeletal remains
caused by placing additional remains on top of earlier remains. These attempts “suggest a deep
conviction about the importance of body preservation, i.e., keeping it together, ideally in an
undisturbed state. Perhaps this was necessary to secure eternal life – the belief that typified all
of ancient Egyptian civilization.”31
Neolithic Earthworks and Monuments
A later Neolithic example, West Kennet Long Barrow is perched on a prominent chalk
(limestone) ridge near Stonehenge in Wiltshire, England, dating to 5,600 B.P. and used 4,500
B.P. A barrow or “tumulus” is a mound of earth and stone raised over an area of graves. Often,
the earth covers an interior timber or stone tomb structure meant to protect and separate the
human remains and grave goods within. At West Kennet, the tomb chambers were constructed
of dry-laid rough stone and located at one end of the 100- meter long barrow. The entrance
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was sealed by large slabs of “sarsen” stones, a type of very hard sandstone, similar in shape to
those at nearby Stonehenge.32
For us to consider these and similar examples of burial sites as intentional conservation
we would have to stretch the Smith and Wishnie concept intentional conservation purpose to
include spiritual objectives and cultural duties, such as respect for the dead and providing the
dead with a comfortable waystation on their passage to the eternal realms. Toward that
broader purpose, both examples exhibit intention and design, but the object was spiritual, not
environmental. From their perspective, however, the barrow builders may not have understood
a distinction between the gods and the environment on which they depended in many ways.
Their spiritual and cultural work in the form of many barrows like West Kennet was generally
not disturbed for thousands of years, until the grave robbers and archeologists arrived. Beyond
their significance as early examples of intentional setting aside of land, a precursor to
conservation in our terms, these sites exhibit their culture’s respect for life in its treatment of
their dead.
Sacred Groves and Forests33
Although Paleolithic and Neolithic societies developed sustainable practices in tune with
their environments, the earliest examples of setting aside land with a positive, possibly
intentional, impact on the local environment may have been the sacred groves of
Mesopotamia. These were groups of trees, set aside and protected as religious places by the
Sumerians -- pantheists who believed that their many gods had created human beings as their
servants. In time, however, their servants had become troublesome to manage and were set
free. Both Sumerians and Egyptians felt extremely close to nature and living things, which were
governed by their myriad gods, each with a specialty. Smith and Wishnie cite sacred groves as
being one of the few legacies of pre-historic societies that qualify as “weak conservation.” 34
Trees have carried special meaning for many cultures, perhaps especially so in these semi-arid
and arid landscapes. The Sumerian groves varied in size and were free of hunting and wood
cutting, with strict penalties for anyone disobeying the injunctions. Often these groves were
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located adjacent to temples; or temples were constructed within them. They usually contained
springs or wells. In the larger groves, the intentional benefit to the natural environment was the
protection of habitat.
There is a bitter irony here. The Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh was set down beginning
around 2,100 B.C.E., soon after the written Sumerian language emerged. In a key episode, the
superhero, Gilgamesh, fights the monster god Humbaba, caretaker and defender of the forest
at Mount Cedar (quite possibly the Cedars of Lebanon), thus demonstrating the Sumerian
mastery of nature and justifying the overcutting of this forest, some 600 miles west of Sumer. 35
Perhaps the sacred groves in urban Mesopotamia were some sort of anticipatory mitigation for
the epic deforestation of Mount Cedar, which became a reality as the population of the
Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilizations grew. As Hughes points out, that deforestation
destroyed the habitats of many species of animals, 36 a story repeated many times over the eons
of civilization.
The Babylonians, who absorbed Sumer in 1700 B.C.E., elaborated the sacred grove
tradition as extensive, elaborate temple gardens watered by special machinery, an early version
of the Archimedes screw, four-hundred years before Archimedes. The Hanging Gardens of
Babylon were one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. 37 Unlike the sacred groves, they
exhibited a passion for the intricate, ornamental management of nature for the pleasure of a
social elite.
Trade and cultural exchange among Neolithic villages, emerging city-states, and the
ancient empires was vigorous. The Minoan, Greek, and Roman civilizations continued the
practice of setting aside sacred groves, often associated with springs, wells, and temples. Over
thousands of years, despite their intentional siting and protection, many groves fell to natural
disasters, wars and neglect. Their organic remains have mostly disappeared, though traces are
occasionally found when excavating sites of shrines or temples. Outside the Athens city wall, a
sacred grove that had sheltered the Bronze Age cult of Athena became the site of Plato’s
Akademie. Reportedly, the venerable remaining (or more likely, a successor) olive tree in that
grove had its gnarled trunk split by a bus in 1976. The split-off portion was taken to a museum;
the ancient remainder, unceremoniously dug out and discarded.38 The Spartans respected the
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Akademie’s grove when they invaded Attica in 431 B.C.E., but the Roman invaders in 86 B.C.E.
under Emperor Sulla cut down the olive trees to build siege engines. 39
Many societies throughout the world have set aside sacred groves; including Baltic and
Germanic, English, Irish, and Celtic examples; the latter located wherever the Celts migrated
throughout Europe. Now, communities in Syria, Turkey, India, Nepal, Southeast Asia, China, and
Africa are defending their remnant, remote sacred groves and forests. 40 The sacred sites in
India have been particularly well documented. In one account the number of Indian groves
exceeds 10,000 with a total area greater than 32,000 acres41; most are Hindu, but some are
Buddhist and Muslim. Some are officially protected by governments; most are maintained and
defended by local villagers, sometimes with the help of NGO’s that recognize their importance
for biodiversity.
The UN World Heritage website lists more than a dozen designated World Heritage Sites
containing sacred groves of active religious cultures. The WHS designation does not provide
protection of any kind but may generate public interest and advocacy that support conserving
these sites to protect community character, biodiversity, and landscape integrity.42
Although sacred groves were set aside and defended against all manner of threats for
religious rather than scientific reasons, many are now recognized and protected for their
biodiversity and habitat values as well as their cultural and spiritual importance. Although the
original intent behind their protection was not rooted in our concepts of conservation, the
beneficial conservation results continue to be important, although their future survival remains
uncertain without legal protection and enforcement.
Sacred groves have been vulnerable to the same religious and cultural violence as
temples, monasteries and convents, archeological sites, and museums, as well as minority
populations themselves. Where sacred groves have lacked official protection as is the case of
thousands of Indian sites – and even where official protection has been provided – threats over
millennia have included urbanization, unregulated and excessive exploitation of resources,
overuse during religious ceremonies, and, ironically, the construction of shrines and temples
that reduce the natural character of the site and the area reserved for nature.
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Remnant sacred groves appear to be much more numerous in Asia and Africa than in
Europe, perhaps because they escaped the ravages of Romans and their successors in the
Middle Ages and the relentless development of modern society. In India, sacred groves
associated with Hinduism and Buddhism number in the thousands. Surrounding communities
have protected them for hundreds and even thousands of years. Today, ecologists consider
them especially valuable for their relatively undisturbed condition and their rich biodiversity.
One example is the Shilin Stone Forest, a biodiverse sacred forest in China’s Yunnan
Province in the tropical, mountainous southwest. In China, sacred groves and forests are found
in many areas populated by ethnic minorities, like the Sani villages in Yunnan, bordering Laos,
Cambodia, and Burma. Yunnan is widely known for its biodiversity, among the greatest in
China.43 Yunnan’s 80,000 Sani people are concentrated in the Shilin-Yi Autonomous Minority
County in the central part of the Province; but they see themselves as distinct from the Yi
people for whom the county is named. The Sani language is within the Tibeto-Burman family. 44
“Shilin” means “Stone Forest” referring to the unusual, 98-foot high, sculptural pinnacles
resembling above-ground stalactites of limestone, dolomite and gypsum eroded by water into
fantastic shapes. This almost other-worldly, staccato landscape includes a mosaic of remnant
sacred forests among the two-hundred Sani villages. See this chapter’s Appendix for a more
detailed description and some images.

Sacred Ground, Sacred Landscape: Stonehenge and its Environs45
The stones are great; And magical power they have;
Men that are sick; Fare to that stone;
And they wash that stone;
And with that water bathe away their sickness.
Layamon (c. 1190-1215), author of Brut46
It may be a stretch to call Stonehenge a sacred grove, as the original forest appears to
have been cleared early in the Neolithic period; although we can see Stonehenge as an ordered
“grove” of mammoth stones conveying the same aura of ancient mystery as a shadowed forest
of large trees with over-arching canopies. If not literally a sacred grove or forest, then it must
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qualify as a sacred landscape. Most of the educated guesses about its cultural use involve
religious and cultural rituals of some kind, including both the indigenous Bronze-Age Britons,
and modern searchers for spiritual experience and meaning, including Druids and New Age
devotees by the thousands. Recent explorations of the Stonehenge “mystery” strongly suggest
that the poet Layamon was on the right track in 1215 when he linked the site with its healing
powers.
Before we admit this incredible human achievement to our panoply of conservation
examples, let’s briefly discuss its setting, construction, and possible purpose.
The Salisbury Plain is a wide chalk plateau, originally forested, with an area of about 300
square miles, in southwestern England. Its soils are generally light, porous, and droughty,
excellent for natural grassland, but not as productive for grain and crops. The monument itself s
within circular ditch and low embankment, 360 feet in diameter. The ditch surrounds a circle of
56 holes, known as the Aubrey Holes for their discover, John Aubrey, in 1866. These holes may
once have contained upright wooden posts, like many similar Bronze-Age circles. Further inside
the circular ditch and the unoccupied holes is a ring of large upright “bluestones” probably
quarried in the Pressli Hills of Pembrokeshire, Wales and transported 140 miles to the Salisbury
site northwest.47 . Inside the bluestone ring, is the familiar, incomplete circle, 108 feet in
diameter, of mammoth upright “sarsen (sandstone) stones,” 6 ½ feet in height, topped with
shaped and fitted stone lintels. Inside the sarsen ring is the 45-foot wide horseshoe-shaped
assemblage of immense sarsen stone “trilithons,” from 20 – 24 feet in height. Each of the
“trilithons” is comprised of two massive uprights bridged by similarly immense horizontal
capstones. Inside the horseshoe of trilithons is an oval arrangement of bluestones. The
horseshoe’s open end faces northeast to the monument’s entrance at its “Avenue,” the main
ceremonial access to the site, extending about 1.8 miles, with a curve east to its meeting with
the River Avon.
The alignment from the center of the avenue and between the trilithon at the head of
the horseshoe the alignment of the summer solstice sunrise to the northeast and the winter
solstice sunset to the southwest. The latter casts long shadows framing a shaft of light through
the sarsen stones and along the Avenue’s center. The astronomical display is most dramatic at
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the winter solstice; that and other discoveries point to a ceremonial use of the site mainly,
perhaps exclusively, during the winter.
The whole astonishing assemblage is surrounded by hundreds of associated burial
barrows and other archeological features, including the nearby Durrington Wells, which may
have been the site of summer gatherings. The Salisbury Plain was initially cleared by a Neolithic
hunting, gathering, and farming culture that occupied the region at least from 10,000 B.P.—
well in advance of the Celts who arrived about 2,500 B.P. and of the much later Druids who
continue to claim a special association with the site.
British archeologist Mike Parker Pearson notes that hunter gatherers are not known to
build monuments of any kind, anywhere. Pearson writes: “These posts were erected during the
Early Mesolithic, around 4,000 years before Stonehenge was built, when the inhabitants of
Salisbury Plain would have lived in small, mobile groups with no fixed campsites, hunting game
and birds, and gathering wild plants and fruits.”48 The monument itself was constructed in
three main phases, from 5,100 to 3,600 B.P. by the indigenous Britons, long before the AngloSaxon and Celtic migrations from continental Europe.
Stonehenge is closely associated with two large sites of similar age, about two miles to
the northeast, Woodhenge and Durrington Walls as well as Avebury Stone Circle (near West
Kennet Barrow) and Silbury Hill, about twenty-five miles to the north. Overall, this is a
bewildering complex of 35 Neolithic burial mounds and barrows and 700 archaeological
structures, including huge stone or timber circles, and Silbury Hill, a stepped mound of stillmysterious purpose, 140 feet high and 5 acres in area. Of these, 180 sites are scheduled
monuments under legal protection by the British government. The entire area of 19.2 square
miles became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1986. Taken together, this is one of the world’s
most important Neolithic and Bronze Age sites. Anyone who doubts that it is sacred ground,
owes himself or herself a visit.
This said, is it clear that Stonehenge belongs in our exploration of conservation? The
monument exhibits Intentionality, design, and community sacrifice in spades; however, any
intentional benefit to the natural environment is highly doubtful. While the absence of benefit
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to the natural environment would keep it outside the compass of Smith’s and Wishnie’s criteria,
the monument’s undeniable intentionality qualifies it as a very early icon of conservation for
religious and cultural purposes at landscape scale.
Jan Morris (b. 1926)), the prominent British (Welsh) historian and travel writer, wrote
the following impression of the Stonehenge message:
In their lichened,
faceted faces we see our lineaments; in their
solitariness, our loneliness, or our need to be
alone; in their gregariousness, our
congregational temper; in their alignment
our deviousness; in their poised mass, our
fragility; in their rootedness, our
deracination; in their age, our ephemerality;
and in their naked outfacing of time and the
elements, a valuable lesson in patient dissent49

Burial grounds; astronomical observatory; place of cultural assembly, ritual,
sacrifice, healing, and peace; demonstration and celebration of unity at a time of profound
cultural evolution – few landscapes have resonated with such power as Stonehenge and its
associated earthworks. Its complexity, mystery, and
power extend to the present day, motivating major
continuing research and support by universities,
philanthropists, and the British government. While
the purpose of these groundworks was surely not
the conservation of nature, it may have been
Stonehenge, Salisbury, England 1877

spiritual and cultural unity. Perhaps Stonehenge

served as the moral equivalent of war for its time, knitting together the fabric of a culture at the
edge of an age of warlords, elite hierarchies, slavery, and endemic war, revenge, war in a
seemingly endless cycle. Since the late nineteenth century, the extensive research and public
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support inspired by Stonehenge has led to legal protection of thousands of acres of land. In
addition, The National Trust is restoring hundreds of acres it owns surrounding the monument
as native grassland. Archaeological research in, and management of, this intricate, fragile, and
once critically threatened landscape has added immeasurably to our knowledge of British
environmental and cultural history and demonstrated how an intricate and fragile landscape
can accommodate a million visitors a year with minimal damage. That research and the public
fascination with Stonehenge has brought a generation of British highway engineers to their
proverbial knees. The history of Stonehenge’s protection and stewardship strongly suggests
that today’s models of land conservation and stewardship had their beginning in the work of
men and women protecting the cultural heritage of places and landscape like Stonehenge,
Monticello, Mount Vernon, Ticonderoga, Gettysburg, and many, many others before the land
conservation movement became organized at the end of the nineteenth century.
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Ancient Forests and Forest Reserves
Since Roman times, states, rulers, lords, and other owners of estates and manors, have
set aside forests for fuelwood cutting, pasturage, timber, and hunting. Their rules and their
minions generally excluded the ordinary population from these elite places, often strictly and
violently, or permitted some limited popular use in ways or at specific times that did not
interfere with the ruler’s or lord’s use or convenience.
Forest clearing for settlement and agriculture, including grazing, was one of the earliest
large-scale impacts of human populations on the natural environment, leading to erosion,
siltation, loss of habitat and game, and increasingly serious shortages of wood for fuel and
timber for building. Many ancient writers, including Plato (c 428-348 BCE), Theophrastus (371287 BCE), Lucretius (99-55 BCE), Vitruvius (c 80 – 15 BCE), and Pliny (23-79 CE) called attention
to deforestation and other environmental problems, but without prescribing practical solutions.
Regarding Plato’s implied warning in the Critias dialogue about the consequences of
deforestation in Attica, Peter Coates, seminal historian of cultural responses to nature, remarks
that “Plato did not regard erosion as evidence of fundamental malfunctioning.” Clarence
Glacken, the geographer, observes that Plato’s warning was “uninfluential at the time”. 50
Environmental historians Hughes and Thirgood point out that forest clearing for
agriculture did not necessarily imply clear cutting; some forested areas were often left
undisturbed, especially on steep hills and mountains and in swamps and marshes, though the
frequent practice of grazing goats in remaining forested areas could be as destructive as clear
cutting. In addition, farmers often planted orchards for fruit and trees for fuel wood and
eventual timber. “The wealthier landowners limited the process of forest clearance by
enclosing tracts of forestland as private hunting reserves and stocking them with deer, boars,
and other wild animals.”51 The Roman writer, Cato (95-46 BCE), recommended that every farm
contain a woodlot.
Although Greek and Roman rulers encouraged forest exploitation through the lease or
sale of large forests to private individuals, they promulgated and enforced regulations to lessen
the effects of harvesting; but enforcement of these regulations varied. They also took steps to
prevent encroachment upon, and unauthorized use of, royal forests. In the Ptolemaic period,
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Egypt encouraged and facilitated a nation-wide tree planting program, and regulated the use
and cutting of designated forests.52 Hughes and Thirgood state that “Greeks and Romans knew
how to farm, fertilize, rotate crops, grow trees, and terrace hillsides to prevent erosion. But
they had no concept of an ecosystem nor of the possible effects of human interference in one
aspect of the natural environment upon seemingly distant and unrelated matters.” 53
Classical thinkers including Anaxagores (500-428 B.C.E.), Empedocles (495-435
B.C.E), and Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.) were aware of the interdependence of nature and
“proclaimed philosophical principles that could have served as the foundation of
ecological science, but they were only beginnings.” 54 Hughes and Thirgood attribute the
“actual beginnings of scientific ecological thought” to the world’s first botanical writings
by Greek philosopher Theophrastus (371-287 BCE).55
Does the prehistoric, ancient, or indigenous world provide a model for later conservation or
environmental harmony?
Hunter-gatherers, from Paleolithic to modern, and small-scale agriculturalists are widely
praised for remaining in harmony with nature and their landscapes over many generations; and
over millennia, in the case of the early hunter-gatherers. Although they had no legal concept of
conservation, these small-scale societies generally found ways to stay within the bounds of
their available resources. Had they not done so, we would know even less about prehistoric
societies than we do from the relatively small number of remains that have been found. Smallscale agricultural societies tended to develop ways of limiting their impacts on their
environments. However, the footprint of early human societies, while relatively light most of
the time, could tramp heavily when hunger, aggression, or anger overwhelmed the usual
restraints. The prehistoric examples are well known: the extinction of large mammals of the
Pleistocene in Europe and North America, for which climate change may have been a
contributing or determining factor; the extirpation of many unique species on islands like
Madagascar, New Zealand, and Hawaii; and wide deforestation almost everywhere except in
the most remote tropical forests. The domestication of fire about 500,000 years ago, 56 probably
for cooking meat, and, soon thereafter, for clearing forests and maintaining savannahs or
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prairies gave humans a Promethean tool for adapting the landscape to their needs. Although
landscape management by fire may have given us the scenic models we prefer – grassy plains,
especially with water or mountains in the background – that contribution to resource
management can hardly be called conservation. Presumably by trial and error rather than
cultural genius, early farmers developed, applied, evaluated, and improved techniques for
conserving soil and water even as yields increased; but, as Smith and Wishnie suggest, their
intent may not have been “conservation” in our sense but simply encouraging greater
productivity to feed growing populations as efficiently as possible. Conservation of soil health
and productivity were not important concerns. Sadly, these Paleolithic and Neolithic practices
of balance and restraint were not adopted by the great civilizations that succeeded the earliest
farmers.
As people gathered, or were gathered, into larger and larger settlements, the demands
for water and food tended again and again to throw that elusive balance of human needs and
natural resources out of whack, eventually spelling finality for many ancient civilizations. The
notable exception was Egypt, where the predictable Nile and a sophisticated irrigation system
that avoided the worst effects of salinization, an agricultural economy in harmony with natural
rhythms, and a religion and autocracy that maintained their legitimacy and power extended
Egyptian civilization by several millennia. Nevertheless, even Egypt had no answer but imperial
conquest to the problems of over-population and insatiable demands for fuelwood and timber.
Do prehistoric and Native American cultures provide a spiritual, intellectual, and even a
practical foundation for land conservation?
Although we have passed much too quickly from the world of Smith’s and Wishnie’s
small-scale subsistence societies to that of councilors, judges, kings, and states (for which their
tests of conservation were not designed) our examples of early conservation meet the tests of
intentionality and beneficial effect – thanks to a bit of flexibility in our interpretation. The
protection of sacred groves by their communities was a matter of intent; they were walled or
set apart from the surrounding landscape in some clear way; uses were restricted, and the
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restrictions were maintained and enforced; often by local people given that assignment.
Cemeteries and sacred places, like Stonehenge and its surroundings, were also walled or set off
in some way, though, conveniently many of the barrows and monuments could still be used for
grazing. That practice has continued, although the National Trust is carrying out a serious
project to restore the native grassland. Although the purpose of these examples of land
protection was not the conservation of natural resources, in our sense of the term, the original
sacred purpose – respect of ancestors and honor to the gods -- required that the land be
respected. While sacred groves and sacred grounds have been lost to war, neglect, and overexpansion of their religious use; and while cemeteries have been flooded, buried by lava or
submerged in sand, ill-tended, forgotten, or simply moved to allow for expansion of
communities, many have remained for millennia. An equal number of years will pass before our
societies can say the same of our commons, town or state forests, national parks, bioreserves
and marine sanctuaries. Many in our modern societies have good reason to doubt that the
concept of perpetuity has little practical meaning beyond a generation.57
Perhaps the most important gifts to conservation of the ancient world have been
literary, philosophic, and cautionary. Pythagoras (c 570- c 495 BCE) and Plato shared an organic,
holistic view of the world and nature as a living, breathing entity, a precursor to deep ecology
and the Gaia theory of the late twentieth century. Plato’s star pupil, Aristotle, recommended
the study of animals of all kinds; “in not one of them is Nature or Beauty lacking …. In natural
science, it is the composite thing, the thing, which primarily concerns us . . .” These lofty
thoughts aside, for Aristotle and most philosophers in the canon who accepted the ideas of
purpose and creation, mankind remained the purpose of creation.58 While Plato’s warning
against the consequences of erosion may have been “uninfluential” in its own time, classical
civilization left its mark on the near-ruined Greek and Italian landscapes as a vivid lesson for
George Perkins Marsh (1801-1882. Marsh was a Vermont farmer, linguist, translator,
Congressman, diplomat, and author of the groundbreaking Man and Nature study in 1884. The
pre-Socratic philosopher and aphorist Heraclitus (575-435 BCE) left a philosophy of change and
flux that we see in modern ecology. He famously said, “No one steps in the same river twice,”
meaning that the interdependent stuff of the universe is always in flux. 59
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Indigenous societies as models of environmental consciousness and sustainability
I am saving discussion of contemporary indigenous movements around the world for
Part Two of this work. These movements, often at great personal risk to their leaders, have
protected sacred and traditional landscapes vital to the survival of their cultures and
livelihoods. Unlike most British and American conservation, these indigenous movements are
hardly elite, mainstream, or predominantly white; but they have occasionally been embraced
by mainstream environmental organizations when the goals of indigenous groups are
sufficiently aligned with the goals and strategies of their potential allies.
For all its energy and commitment, there is no guarantee that the Ashima Ethnic EcoCultural Tourist Village in the Shilin Stone Forest of central Yunnan will succeed in attracting
sufficient tourism of the right kind and in the right manner to address poverty and
underdevelopment without compromising the region’s biodiversity or cultural integrity.
Although we cannot say that such examples provide effective, long-term models of
conservation at the regional and local level over the very long term, it would be hard to deny
that they serve as strong models of ecological consciousness and environmental advocacy and
practice. The Hopi Reservation, to which we’ll return in Part Three, provides a model for the
practice of conservation by Native Americans in a severe, unsparing landscape. Hopi land is held
in trust as a common resource for the Hopi Tribe, many of whose members oppose granting
Peabody Energy, a major coal company and an important component of the Hopi economy, an
extension on its highly favorable mining lease.
Biophilia and the conservation legacy
What, then, can we say about the case for Biophilia as a genetic or cultural
component of our human wiring? Topophilia or Biophilia seem to exist in many people
as innate and culturally-reinforced behavior but seem to be relatively weak as a reliable
motivation, easily unlearned or supplanted by stronger instincts, such as greed and
blood lust, and often suppressed or perverted by contrary parental or cultural
influences. Nevertheless, the strong attractions of babies to animals and of adults to
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the beauty of nature and its landscapes are well-established. For example, our cultural
memory of the broad savannahs of our evolution has been conflated to our nearobsession with the unsustainably green American lawn, supported by the complex
service industry it has created to keep it green and weed free, even at the edge of the
California and Arizona deserts.60 Many cite early experiences in or with nature as
important in leading us to environmental careers or outdoor avocations. Many have
sacrificed income security for themselves and their children to ensure that land they
have cherished is protected in perpetuity. Many around the world have given their lives
to defend natural places and the natural world from flagrant abuse and destruction.
We are a species of unfettered curiosity and creativity, apparently driven to make our
cultural and individual mark on the land, even knowing that our marks may be erased sooner or
later. Striking examples of this drive are the “defiant gardens” that University of Oregon
landscape architect Kenneth Helphand has searched out and documented in battlefields,
ghettos, and prison and internment camps. Helphand writes,
Garden is a verb as well as noun. The activity can carry equal, or even greater
meaning and significance than the place itself. Defiant gardens are the product
of defiant gardening, assertive and deliberate actions. The mental and physical
work of gardening has satisfaction and rewards attuned to the many and varied
processes of garden creation, and to the whole panoply of gardens . . . Not
everyone finds pleasure in each of these stages, but almost everyone finds
gratification in some aspect.”61
What of the ancient intellectual and spiritual legacy for conservation? Although a
philosophy and ethics of the environment and ecology would not develop in the West until
Kant, Rousseau, and the English Romantics, followed by Henry David Thoreau, George Perkins
Marsh, and Aldo Leopold in America, religion and philosophy in the East grasped the unity and
interdependence of nature and humanity as early as 7,000 years ago.62 A passage from Wang
Fuzhi (1619-1692 B.C.E.), who developed the early Taoist/Confucian philosophy of Chang Tsai
(1020-1077 B.C.E) gives the flavor: “The fact that the things of the world, whether rivers or
mountains, plants or animals, those with or without intelligence, and those yielding blossoms
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and those bearing fruits, provide beneficial support for all things is the result of the natural
influence of the moving power of ch’i.” The term ch’i means “matter-energy”, “material force”,
the “vital force”, and “vital power. It is everywhere; “it fills the universe. And as it completely
provides for the flourish and transformation of all things, it is all the more spatially unrestricted.
As it is not spatially restricted, it operates with time and proceeds with time. 63
Despite the philosophical contrast between West and East cultures, neither can be said
to have demonstrated a wholly exemplary record of environmental practice. Neither Western
nor Eastern religion or philosophy has stood in the way of large scale environmental
exploitation, especially when the decision at hand weighed perceived social and economic
benefits against the potential and little understood loss of natural habitats. 64 Nor can
indigenous cultures in general be said to have found models of sustainability, especially when
populations have outgrown natural resources and especially when assaulted by the erosive
effects of modernism. That said, some indigenous cultures have maintained sustainable
relationships with their natural environments and their gods for longer than any civilization.
Moreover, reinforced with various combinations of religion, philosophy, logic, technology,
science, inspiration and emotional commitment – and the occasional pitchfork, shovel, placard,
or monkey wrench – individuals, small groups, and whole communities in our own time have
been surprisingly effective in defending their home in nature and advancing a vision of a
harmonious relationship between humanity and nature.
Over 12,000 years of sub-conscious and conscious, communal and individual thought
and action, a compelling if relatively unsystematic intellectual, spiritual, and practical legacy of
conservation has been built, albeit more strongly and securely in some nations and cultures
than others. As a society, we have translated that legacy into social and governmental
institutions – although imperfect, often unsteady, and always at risk of decline – that have
changed the way our societies make decisions that would impact the natural and cultural
environment. The right to a clean environment has been enshrined in several state
constitutions in the U.S. and in the U.N. Declaration of Human Rights. In the face of undeniable
evidence of human-caused climate change, Pope Francis surprised and inspired millions of
people with his May 24, 2015 “Encyclical, Laudato Si, on Climate Change and Inequality: On
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Care for Our Home,” calling for all governments, regardless of ideology and structure, to respect
the earth and nature.65 Land conservation has become one of the mainstream techniques to be
considered and applied in actual practice to avoid, lessen, and compensate for environmental
and cultural harm, including climate change. The science of conservation biology is building the
systematic foundation for protecting biodiversity through conservation and stewardship of
protected lands. Cities and suburbs in the arid west of the U.S. are tearing up bluegrass (an
exotic plant) savannahs and replacing them with desert gardens and unirrigated desert golf
courses, beautified with drought-tolerant plants. Ecological techniques are restoring large areas
of badly damaged landscapes to functioning ecological systems (though usually not to their full
biological diversity). This progress has required a high level of personal commitment far beyond
what could be explained by short-term economic self-interest.
The question remains: can these conservation legacies in various forms – from
whatever geography or culture – built into communities, laws, and institutions, with the
support of millions of people, rectify the dangerous dilemma we all face as human beings? That
is the struggle between the nearly universal demand for a growing economy and an ever-higher
standard of living and the critical need to reduce the size and impact of our human footprint.
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